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Abstract 

 Tactile information plays an important role in human manipulation of objects; however, prosthetic limb 

placement or teleoperation requires the manipulation of alternative bodies in the absence of tactile sensations. To 

provide an alternative to tactile sensation, this study proposes and assesses a continuous feedback scheme with 

temporally coded vibration. This scheme was designed to provide discrete intended tactile information in response 

to changing object-controlled situations by repetitively presenting time-coded vibration patterns. The effects of the 

proposed scheme on an object with acatch-and-hold task in virtual reality were confirmed. Compared to the control 

feedback scheme that provides vibration only when the balance of the virtual grip force and object position is 

changed, the proposed feedback scheme has a better effect in terms of the success rate of holding on to the object 

with an appropriate holding force during the task. The effect is larger, especially in the invisible task condition,               

suggesting that the increased amount of information with coded vibration patterns can be used without any special 

training, especially without visual information. Considering the existing studies that show the effect of a feedback 

scheme in response to motion events, the continuous feedback scheme proposed in this study may be more suitable 

for movements that require sequential coordination and passive responses than stimulation methods based on  

motion events. This feedback scheme has potential applications not only in tele-technology but also in healthcare, 

such as rehabilitation. 
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Introduction 

 Feedback information from motion is important for controlling and learning physical tasks. Without error          

information between the intended and actual motions, we cannot obtain a clue to correct the next motion [1], [2].     

Tactile information is known to act as feedback for adjusting motion control and learning behavior [3], [4], and [5].      

Recently, movable prosthetic limbs, virtual reality systems, and teleoperation of robots have required users to             

operate their alternative bodies without tactile feedback [6], [7], and [8]. In another case, patients with sensory  

paralysis lacked tactile feedback from their limbs even though their motor functions were normal [9], [10]. These 

cases force people to rely on small visual or auditory signals to understand the situation. 

 Artificial tactile feedback is expected to play a complementary role to the information obtained from                 

natural tactile sensations. Among the various possible artificial tactile feedbacks, vibration stimulation has the               

capabilities of compactness, ease of maintenance, and recognizability. Vibration stimulation comprises several               

variables, such as amplitude and frequency, and feedback schemes have been proposed that directly link these             

variables to target tactile information or the magnitude of the force [11], [12], and [13]. However, because human 

tactile sensitivity is affected by vibration variables [14], [15], and [16], as well as by the wearing condition of the 

vibration device and the adapting, the information feedback using the variables raises concerns about robustness.  

 As a remedy for unreliability, several feedback methods have been proposed with conversion and               

discretization, such as changing the stimulation position [17], [18], and [19] and timing corresponding to motion 

events that include touch, lift-up, and break [20], [21]. The methods that notify users only when a motion event      

occurs have been confirmed to be sufficiently effective for simple single-operation tasks [20], [21], and [22];              

however, it is questionable whether the amount of feedback information is sufficient in an environment that             

requires continuous passive responses to motion events, such as when the interaction with objects is dynamic.  

 Therefore, in this study, we propose a continuous vibration coding scheme as a novel tactile feedback 

method that increases the amount of feedback information and assesses its effect with a catch-and-hold task that 

requires fine-tuning and holding for several seconds in a virtual environment. By setting up vibration temporal        

patterns that correspond discretely to the target tactile information, we expect that this scheme can ensure the              

reliability of  information transfer through stimulation while preserving the amount of information.   

Method 

Participants 

 Twelve right-handed males, with an age of 24.1 ± 2.28 (mean ± std), participated in the experiment. Each       

participant had no experience with the combination of vibration stimulation used in this study and only became       

proficient after being presented with it in the explanation. 

 The experimental protocols using the haptic device were approved by the Ethics Committee of the Tokyo    

Institute of Technology, Japan. All participants were briefed about the experiment and signed a consent form before 

the experiment. 

Equipment 

 The picture at the bottom left in Fig. 1(A) shows the experimental setup during the experiment. The                 

monitor placed 50 cm in front of the participant shows a virtual world containing two gray cursors corresponding 

to the positions of the fingertips (i.e., thumb and index fingers), a rectangular object to be held, and the floor (Fig. 1

(A)). The cursors (gray squares) were manipulated with the right thumb and index fingers, and their spatial               
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positions were  measured using SPIDAR-G [23], [24], and [25]. SPIDAR-G can even measure three-dimensional positions 

that would be shadowed in optical measurement methods, and its haptic feedback function was not used in this study. 

 The vibration stimulations were provided to the participants by a DC transducer (FM34F, Tokyo Parts Industrial 

Co.) attached to the right upper arm and controlled by a microcomputer (Arduino Uno R3, Arduino). The microcomputer 

received serial signals from a PC simulating the virtual world and generated a fixed voltage. 

Tasks 

 Figure 1(A) shows the task status flow. When a trial starts, the floor begins to fall out by 0.5 s at 0.33 m/s. The 

virtual object would begin to fall to the floor at 0.67 m/s2 from the same time the floor starts falling. If nothing interferes 

with the object falling, the object lands after 0.7 s. The participants were instructed to catch and hold the virtual object 

while avoiding object landing using their right thumb and index fingers. The force required to hold the object was                    

calculated according to the distance between the two fingertips, as described in Section 2.4.1. One trial finished when the 

object landed on the floor or 7 s had passed, the participants were provided with single or multiple vibration stimulation 

during trials to notify the holding status I, II, III, and IV, as shown in Fig. 1(A). The detailed vibration conditions are         

described in Section 2.4.2. 

 To evaluate the effect of vibration stimulation while avoiding the learning effect of the optimal fingertip                     

distance, we changed the visibility and weights of the object. In the invisible condition, the object was not shown on the 

screen, and the participants had to perform the task simply by changing their fingertip positions. For the weight                     

condition, light and heavy objects were utilized to ensure that the fingertip distance for the optimal force was not always 

the same, as   described in Section 2.4.4. Weight settings were intended to interfere with the learning effect and were not 

considered important in the analysis. Therefore, in total, three types of environmental factors were provided: vibration 

(i.e., four conditions, as described in 2.4.2), visibility (i.e., visible or invisible), and weight (i.e., light or heavy), which 

means there were 16 combinations (i.e., four vibration conditions X two visibility conditions X two weights). Each                  

combination was performed in 20 trials each, for a total of 320 trials by a participant. 

 As shown in Fig. 1(B), one block consisted of ten trials, five blocks each for light and heavy objects in a                     

randomized order, and four blocks were repeated by changing the vibration condition in a randomized order, resulting 

in one run. The visibility conditions were changed every two runs starting with the visible condition, and the conditions 

of the remaining three sets of two runs were randomly selected from one visible and two invisible conditions. For the 

order of the trials, we referred to the method in a previous study [26]. 

Condition Settings 

Force Calculation from Fingertip Positions 

 The force to hold the object was designed to be controlled by two fingers, based on the work used in a previous 

study [26]. Specifically, the participants performed the task without any physical haptic or tactile feedback to hold the 

virtual object. The two virtual fingers on the monitor were controlled by opening and closing the thumb and index          

fingers. Once the virtual fingers touched the object, the holding force was set to increase as the distance between the 

thumb and index fingers decreased. To help participants maintain an appropriate force to hold the object, the shape of 

the object was designed to be slightly dented if the calculated force was too strong. Specifically, the maximum amount of 

denting, that is, one-twenty-fourth of the width on each side of the object, occurs when the virtual holding force is 

stronger than 24 N.  

 The virtual holding force calculated using Equation (1) determines the vibration pattern used for the force          
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Figure 1. Experiment overview. (A) Task status flow. Participants were asked to catch the falling object 

and hold it for 7 seconds. They could control the virtual thumb and index fingers (gray small squares) by 

moving their fingers and could increase the holding force by decreasing the distance between the two 

fingertips. Four holding states, not hold (I), weak hold (II), stable hold (III), and overpowered (IV), could 

transit each other depending on the virtual force. The object became transparent in the invisible condi-

tion as shown in the right lower panel. The results, Success, or Unsuccess, were not fed back to the  par-

ticipants when a trial finished at Success or Unsuccess. When a trial finished as Fail with an object drop, 

the trial ended before 7 seconds had passed and the next trial started. The picture in the left low panel is 

a task scene. A paper partition prevented the participants from looking at their hands. (B) Task process. 

The experiment had eight runs which include four blocks. Each block, assigned with one of the four vi-

bration conditions, included five trials with each weight setting, light and heavy, respectively. The total 

amount of trials was three hundred twenty. The visibility conditions changed every two runs.  (C)      

Stimulation patterns of the four vibration conditions. The vibration in single and single-coded conditions 

was generated one time when the holding state changed. The vibration in continuous-coded conditions 

keeps stimulating the participants during a trial. 

http://www.openaccesspub.org/
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information feedback. Equation (1) included initial values, which were randomly determined from a uniform                 

distribution in the range of –0.01 to 0.01 m on each trial to prevent learning. 

  

 

  

 where  Fh is the virtual holding force [N], is the length [m] between the thumb and index fingers, and Lthumb-

index is the initial value of the length [m] randomized by each trial. 

  Each trial ends when the object landed on the floor (i.e., Fail, the green pathway case in Fig. 1(A)) or 7 s 

elapsed without falling (i.e., success or unsuccess, the blue or orange pathway case), and the next trial starts one                   

second later. Before starting the trial, a dark screen was displayed for 1.5 to 3.5 s. The duration wa determined                    

randomly with a uniform distribution.  

 There were four holding states: “Not hold,” “Weak hold,” “Stable hold,” and “Overpowered”, and each state      

corresponds to State I to IV in Fig. 1(A). In a weak-hold state, the object slips off its fingertips by  slowing down its fall 

speed according to the holding force. However, in a stable-hold or overpowered state, the object does not fall. The 

speed of falling is visualized as the length of the arrow in the images of Start and States I and II in Fig. 1(A). Based on 

Equation (2), the holding state was determined by the force applied to the object. The assignment of each state was 

affected by the weight setting described in detail in Section 2.4.4, 

 

  

  

  

 where Fh is the holding force [N],  Flower is the required holding force calculated by Equation (3), and Fupper is 

calculated by Equation (4) and is the criterion for the limit of a stable hold for the object.  F lower and  Fupper are decided 

based on the weight setting. 

 Based on Equation (3), the holding force required for a stable hold varies during the task. This was intention-

ally designed to replicate situations that require continuous precise control, such as holding a cup into which water is 

continually poured. 

   

  

 

  

 where α is the factor calculated from the friction coefficient and weight conversion [N/kgf], which is 32.7,  is 

the object weight [kg] set as 0.2 at light and 0.5 at heavy, and is the task time [s].  

Vibration Conditions 

 Four vibration conditions were evaluated: none, single, single-coded, and continuous-coded (Fig. 1

(C)).Vibration stimulation was presented only when the holding state shifted in the single- and single-coded                        

conditions, whereas the stimulation was repeatedly presented during the trials in the continuous-coded condition. No 
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vibration stimulation was provided under the none condition. In the single-coded condition, one of the three vibration 

patterns (activate a vibrator for 150 ms, two times for 100 ms with 50 ms rest, and for 250 ms) was presented depending 

on the holding state shifts. The single condition used only one short vibration (activated for 150 ms) regardless of the       

difference in the holding state shifts. On the other hand, in the continuous-coded condition, one of the three vibration               

patterns (activated for 100 ms, two times for 100 ms with 50 ms rest, and for 250 ms) occurred repeatedly every 300 ms, 

depending on the holding states. 

 After explaining each vibration pattern to the participants before the start of the experiment, they were asked to 

indicate which vibration pattern was presented at random, and the process was repeated until the percentage of correct 

answers exceeded 90 % for the last 20 times to ensure comprehension. 

Visibility Conditions 

 When comparing the effects of the four vibration conditions, visibility conditions were also evaluated with or 

without visual feedback. In the visible condition, not only was the object visible but it was also visually dented in response 

to the force applied to the object, allowing the magnitude of the force to be visually confirmed. On the other hand, in the 

invisible condition, the object became transparent after the task started, and the participant could not obtain visual infor-

mation about the force. 

Weight Conditions 

 The weight settings were set to prevent learning of the optimal holding force and to prevent working only with        

feedforward control. The initial distance between the virtual fingers was designed for the same purpose, but the weight 

settings were introduced as a factor that was more clearly influenced by the goal. The virtual objects were assigned a 

weight of either light or heavy. The object that could be held by a weak holding force was assigned a light setting, while 

the object requiring a strong holding force was assigned a heavy setting. The weight settings were not disclosed to the 

participants, and they were required to control them carefully after the start of the trial. The appearance of the object is 

the same, and the state that comes first is random.  

Analysis 

 The behavior of each participant during the task was recorded as the virtual force and the holding state. The time 

and type of vibrations were recorded. The trials were considered frail if the object landed on the floor. In Success trials, 

the object was kept in hold in a trial period without an “overpowered” state. Except for these trials, the other trials were 

defined as Unsuccess trials, without object drop but elapsed “overpowered” state. Performances of each condition were 

evaluated by each rate and total periods of “stable hold” state in tasks except for Fail trials. The analysis of performances 

used two-way repeated analyses of  variance (ANOVA) and the Holm method [27] as a post-hoc test with MATLAB 2022a 

Results 

 Figure 2 shows the results for Success (Fig. 2(A)), Fail (Fig. 2(B)), and Unsuccess (Fig. 2(C)) rates as performanc-

es. An ANOVA was conducted for each rate to ascertain which feedback contributed to task performance. The results (Fig. 

2(A)) showed no significant interaction for the success rate (F = 1.34, p > .05), and the main effects were found for the vi-

bration (F = 9.17, p <.001) and visibility (F = 124, p <.001) conditions. The post-hoc tests indicated that the success rate 

was significantly higher in the continuous-coded condition than in the other three conditions and that the success rate 

was significantly higher in the visible condition. However, a significant interaction was found for the FAIL rate (F = 3.61, p 

< .05) (Fig. 2(B)). The post-hoc test indicated significant differences between the visible and invisible conditions for each 

vibration condition (p < .01), but no significant differences were found between the vibration conditions for both visible 
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Figure 2. Comparisons of each performance rate. (A) Success rate. (B) Fail rate. (C) Unsuccess rate. The 

blue and orange bars indicate the performance of each vibration condition including both visible and 

invisible cases at success rate (A) and unsuccess rate (C), respectively, because Success and Unsuccess 

rates showed no significant interaction (F = 1.34, p > .05 for success rate, F = 0.45, p > .05 for unsuccess 

rate). At fail rate (B), filled and vacant bars represent the performance in visible and invisible conditions, 

respectively. Significant differences are marked only for those between the vibration conditions. 
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and invisible conditions (p > .05), although continuous-coded conditions showed a relatively low failure rate. The re-

sults of the unsuccess rate showed no significant interaction (F = 0.45, p > .05) (Fig. 2(C)), and the main effects were 

found for the vibration condition (F = 3.65, p < .05) but not for the visibility condition (F = 2.17, p > .05). The post-hoc 

test indicated that the unsuccess rate for continuous-coded was significantly lower than that for single-coded (p < .01). 

 Next, we investigated the trajectories of the holding force to determine whether the continuous-coded condi-

tion had an effect on maintaining a stable holding during the trials. Figure 3 (A) shows examples of the trajectories of 

one participant for each object’s weight in the invisible condition. With the continuous-coded vibration (red lines), the 

holding force initially fluctuated and later remained within a “stable hold” range (blue ranges). The total time at “stable 

hold” for trials other than failed trials was extracted as an index of control precision and is compared in Fig. 3 (B). The 

continuous-coded group showed the longest “stable hold” time, and ANOVA showed a significant interaction (F = 5.55, p 

< .01). The post-hoc test showed that the time for the continuous-coded condition was significantly longer than for the 

no condition, regardless of visibility conditions (p < .01). The time for the continuous-coded condition was also longer 

than for the single-coded in the visible condition (p < .01). In addition, the duration of the single-coded condition was 

significantly longer than that of the no condition in the invisible condition (p < .05). The time in the visible condition 

was significantly longer than that in the invisible  condition for all vibration conditions (p < .01). 

 To examine the reason why total “stable hold” time increased with the continue-coded, we additionally                  

calculated the rate of returning to a “stable hold” state after transitions from “stable hold” to “overpowered” or “weak 

hold” (Fig.4). For the return rate from “overpowered” (Fig. 4(A)), no significant interaction was indicated (F = 1.12, p 

> .05) and both main effects of vibration (F = 11.2, p < .001) and visibility (F = 10.2, p < .01) were confirmed. As a result 

of the post-hoc test, the continue-coded condition had a significantly high returning rate from “overpowered” than that 

in the none condition (p < .01), and the visible condition had a significantly higher rate than the invisible condition (p 

< .01). For the return rate from “weak hold” (Fig. 4(B)), a significant interaction was found (F = 8.06, p< .001). Although 

there was no difference in the visible condition, the rate from the “weak hold” of the none condition was significantly 

lower than that of the continuous-coded condition (p < .01) and the single condition (p < .001) in the invisible condition. 

For each vibration condition, the rate from the “weak hold” in the visible condition was significantly higher than in the 

invisible condition (p < .01). 

Discussion 

 In this study, we demonstrated that the proposed tactile feedback scheme based on continuous-coded vibration  

stimulation had an enhanced effect on catch-and-hold object task performance in a VR environment. The success rate of 

the task was significantly higher in the continuous-coded condition than in other conditions. However, the Fail (i.e.,  

insufficient force) and Unsuccess (i.e., excessive force) rates did not show significant differences. The results indicate 

that the type of vibration stimulation affects the fine-tuning of holding force.  

 Looking at the force shift during the trial in more detail as shown in Fig. 3(A), the continuous-coded condition 

showed superior performance for total “stable hold” time than that for the none and single-coded conditions. In                   

addition, the force was more stable in the stable-hold range under the continuous-coded condition. Therefore, it is               

considered that the continuous-coded vibration method can assist in quick adjustment to the appropriate state and  

assist in fine-tuning even within the same state to avoid shifting the state. The return rates to the “stable hold” from      

other statuses (weak-hold and overpowered) also showed the superiority of the continuous-coded condition, support-

ing the concrete effect of the proposed method in fine-tuning holding even under invisible conditions. The fact that                     
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Figure 3. Comparisons focusing on holding force trajectories and total "stable hold” 

time. (A) Examples of holding force trajectories. The left graph shows the trajectories 

with a light object, and the right graph shows those with a heavy object. The black solid, 

dotted, dashed, and red solid lines represent force transitions in the none, single,   sin-

gle-coded, and continuous-coded conditions, respectively. (B) Total time in “stable 

hold”. The filled and vacant bars represent the time in visible and invisible conditions, 

respectively. Significant differences are marked only for those between the vibration 

conditions. 
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single- and single-coded conditions did not have as positive an effect as a continuous-coded condition suggests that                  

repeated stimulation made participants less likely to miss the information presented by the vibration and more likely to 

keep track of their own holding state. In feedback control, it is important to ensure the  robustness of the information to 

determine the direction of correction. On the other hand, considering the requirements of Success not being an 

“overpowered” state, the stimulation method does not only affect the immediate recovery of the state but also the                  

avoidance of state transitions before they occurred. It is possible that the continuous-coded vibration affected the                 

feedforward coordination in the prediction of the initial response and adjustment  amount. 

 The single condition that is based on the event-related method, for which performance improvements have been     

reported [20], [21], and [22], had only limited positive effects, with only a return rate from “weak hold” in the invisible           

condition. In our study, the task was longer and more complex than in previous studies. The differences in the tasks may 

have affected the attenuation of the support effect for controlling the holding force. Another study also reported a result 

in which the stimulation method based on the contact event had no significant effect in a task longer than five seconds, 

but the study reported no significant slip prevention effect when the method did not provide stimulation with an object 

slipped [28]. The positive effect of a return rate from “weak hold” in an invisible condition with a single condition                    

compared to a none  condition (Fig. 4(B)) indicates that the single stimulation method allows for dealing with the                    

particular situations to be avoided even if the task time is longer when slip events are also notified. On the other hand, the 

other performances,  including the return rate from the “overpowered” state, did not show a pronounced effect of the  

single condition. The transition to “weak hold” and “overpowered,” in which the same stimulus was presented with a                

single condition, was difficult to distinguish in the invisible condition. As a result, it is considered that a movement toward 

recovery from “weak hold,” which leads to a critical situation of the object falling, was preferentially induced. This                 

suggests that a simple feedback method, such as a single condition, may not be sufficiently effective for complex                 

movements in which simple feedback and responses cannot be handled. 

 The single-coded condition added the information by vibration patterns to the single condition but did not show          

improved assistive effects compared to the single condition, contrary to our expectation. However, the condition showed 

Figure 4. Return rates to “stable hold”. (A) Return rate from “overpowered”. The bars indicate the 

rate of each vibration condition, including the rate of both visible and invisible, as ANOVA did not 

show an interaction effect (F = 1.12, p > .05). (B) Return rate from “weak hold”. The filled and     

vacant bars represent the performance in visible and invisible conditions, respectively. Significant 

differences are marked only for those between the vibration conditions. 
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a    significant effect on the total “stable hold” time (Fig. 3(B)), a more fundamental index, in an invisible situation                    

compared to the no condition. The increase in the total time of the optimal state despite the lack of a clear effect on either 

immediate correction or advance prediction of control suggests that the single-coded method promotes fine-tuning to 

prevent state transitions within the same state. Because this role is also observed for the continuous-coded condition, it 

is considered to be an effect of the stimulation coding method. However, the effect of the single-coded condition is limited 

to an invisible    situation, perhaps because the complexity of the stimulus and low presentation probability result in less 

reliability for the vibrating stimulus, and the effect Is lost in a visible environment where multiple information presenta-

tions are mixed. 

 In summary, we found that the feedback method with continuous-coded vibration was effective for manipulation 

in tasks that were not completed by feedforward control. The method of coded vibration stimulation assisted in                      

fine-tuning the manipulation by support in state awareness, and the addition of continuous stimulation to this ensured 

the robustness of feedback information. The results support both hypotheses of the assist effect of the increased                    

information content of the stimulus and the certainty effect of the continuous stimulation; however, they also indicate 

that the increased information content does not function well on its own. 

Conclusion 

 This study examined whether the conversion of innate haptic information into an artificial stimulation of                  

vibration, especially when coded, is adequate for motion control. The continuous-coded vibration feedback, that is, the 

proposed method, worked effectively for complex and time-consuming holding movements. This result is considered to 

be because of the assistance in understanding the manipulation state by stimulus coding and the robustness of the infor-

mation provided by the continuous stimulus. However, the control conditions of the feedback method, which showed 

good effects in previous studies, had only limited effects in our task, suggesting that the appropriate type of feedback 

stimulus may differ depending on the task. We believe that the present encoded stimulus, which takes 300 ms for single 

feedback, should be evaluated in the future to determine if it is effective for short-term tasks, such as those in the previ-

ous studies. Exploring the characteristics of work tasks and suitable feedback stimulation methods will lead to tools that 

support rehabilitation and enrich the daily lives of prosthetic hand users and paraplegic patients. 
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